Matching the needs of e-commerce

Automating
how you handle
loose cargo
Using highly-engineered logistics
automation technology, we help parcel
carriers and retailers around the globe
handle loose cargo efficiently.
We have a long heritage of innovation, driving changes within the global
market.

Efficient ‘goods in’ management

Quick, accurate and economical despatch

• Empty containers safely and efficiently
using Caljan Telescopic Conveyors.

• Shipping documents are inserted into,
onto or beneath packages before
individual, carriers-specific labels are
applied.

• Check weigh consignments and print
and apply ID labels — even on soft,
uneven surfaces.
• Pick notes etc. can be printed, folded
and placed inside totes/boxes, together
with relevant labels.

• Your logistics employees work ergonomically using Caljan Telescopic
Conveyors to fill vehicles of any size to
the brim.
• Automated solutions are also available.
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Tailored to suit

Safeguard your future

A patented multi-connector makes
Caljan Performer Telescopic Conveyors
future-proof. Regardless of your starting
point, Caljan Performer can be
reconfigured to suit the needs of your
business as they develop.
Many functions can be retrofitted on-site.

Unrivalled range of Telescopic Conveyors

Caljan is the only manufacturer with two independent ranges of Telescopic Conveyors. A wide variety of optional functions
means we can custom-build a Telescopic to suit both your facility and your application. Your conveyor can be mobilized or
perhaps equipped with an articulating conveyor to reach down into smaller vehicles.
Every single Caljan Telescopic Conveyor is covered by a unique 5-year structural warranty.
Unmatched capacity
Caljan Telescopic conveyors are developed and manufactured in-house. Multiple production facilities enable us to handle
large volumes. We also have the flexibility to handle orders comprising hundreds of Telescopics.

EXPRESS Snoot

Droop Snoot

ManRider

Vaculex ParceLift

Heater

Portal Light
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Keep the work

Personal safety and an ergonomic work
environment are prime considerations
for Caljan. Risk management is a
natural element of our development
process. We take a critical approach to
the mechanical/electrical design and
to the way in which the equipment is
operated.
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Safety features are documented to
performance levels b or c.
All Caljan equipment complies with
safety directives and standards that
apply to logistics equipment, including
the machine directive 2006/42/EF,
EN ISO 12100, EN349+A1:2010,
EN619+A1:2020,

EN ISO 13850:2015,
EN ISO 14118:2018, EN ISO 14120
and EN ISO 13849-1:2015.
In addition to being safe, Caljan equipment is ergonomic to use. Guidelines
and instruction videos are available on
request.

environment

Accurate
&
efficient
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Caljan Labelling & Document Handling Solutions are engineered to suit your specific application. Delivery notes, invoices etc.
are placed with the consignment in a swift, automatic process. Carrier-specific labels are then securely applied at exact X,
Y, Z — and even U coordinates. onto parcels, polybags and packages. In addition to being exceedingly flexible, our highspeed solutions are accurate and reliable. ROI is typically less than 18 months.
Although highly-sophisticated, all Caljan solutions are plug & play. We take full responsibility for establishing an interface to
existing equipment. In fact we take care of all aspects. Hand-over takes place when the system is running to your complete
satisfaction — and to the guaranteed throughput.

SLAM Line w. Flying Applicator

SLAM Line

Print & Apply

Print & Place

Print & Pouch

Print & Merge
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Improve every inch
of your supply chain
Although it is tempting to focus on the
last mile, we believe improvements
along every inch of the supply chain
can have a significant impact on overall
performance.
To perform to specification throughout
it’s lifetime, equipment must be maintained.
Remote diagnostics

Being able to pinpoint the cause of
an issue is paramount to a quick cure.
When Caljan specialists can access
your equipment remotely, getting the
equpiment up and running again is
often a matter of minutes.
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Rapid service by Caljan specialists

Caljan Service is all about trust. Work
done is logged, so you have full visibility. Teams of service engineers are available at national level. Typically more
than 98% of breakdowns are fixed on
the first visit.
You know we are on top of things:
Caljan Service keeps your operation
running smoothly.
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Follow us:

